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by Carol Blitzer / photos by Dasja Dolan

When Toiya and John Black purchased their new home 
in 2006, they thought it would be just right for their 

family of four: It had a good location (College Terrace), size 
and great flow — but no charm.

The home had been built on spec, which meant it was 
very vanilla.

That didn’t sit well with two artistic types: Toiya is a 
photographer and John a landscape designer.

At first they just wanted to pull out the wall-to-wall car-
peting upstairs because Toiya was allergic to dust mites.

Then they thought the kitchen was rather dark. And the 
water heater was really inefficiently located downstairs on 
the west side of the house while hot water was needed either 
upstairs or on the east side where the kitchen was located.

They even thought of digging out a basement.
After 18 months of planning — and a reality check on the 

cost of adding that basement — they managed to hone their 
requirements: add wainscoting and molding for charm, 
completely replace the kitchen and add two windows for 
light, and redo all the bathrooms.

Of course, once the Sheetrock came off, they realized 
they could improve their lighting and wire the home for 
sound.

They spent a lot of time and energy with their architect 
coming up with a wainscoting pattern and location that 

From blah to distinctive
What happens when artists move into a spec house

The owners’ vision for the kitchen was to add a chocolate-colored island, topped with marble, and to bring in more light by adding 
windows and white cabinets.

Subtle changes to the living room included enlarging the mantel, 
adding a panel above and stone around and using track lighting to 
highlight botanical photos.

would bring in that needed charm. He even used 3-D soft-
ware so they could review various options.

“He helped us figure out our molding and was really good 
with the mechanics of everything,” Toiya says, noting one 
of his skills was explaining why something was too fussy 
or simply not necessary.

The wainscoting is now in the entryway and continues up 
the staircase. That stairwell became a dramatic entrance to 

H O M E + G A R D E N D E S I G N
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Landscaping included creating outdoor rooms and seating areas, as well as plantings.

The gray-and-white tones of the interior are contrasted by the 
caramel-colored walls in the dining room.

Cabinets were built around the picture window in the master 
bedroom and shutters removed.

the second floor, with the carpeting removed and each oak 
tread stained to match the downstairs flooring.

“I had a vision for the kitchen,” Toiya says, after scour-
ing houzz.com. It was her idea to add a chocolate-colored 
island, topped with glossy marble. The counter is a matte 
black granite.

“It sounds simple, but it’s not,” John says on the granite-
choosing process.

“It took a year to find the exact granite,” Toiya says, add-
ing it couldn’t be too “crystally.”

To brighten up the kitchen, they added windows and 
white-painted cabinets, with a backsplash of 3-inch by 
9-inch matte white subway tile by Walker Zenger, con-
trasted with an Italian “chrome” liner. Toiya encouraged the 
cabinetmaker to create very wide drawers, after she person-
ally measured what items they used most, taking note of the 

height of their cereal boxes and the sizes of various kitchen 
gadgets.

Even with windows taking the place of upper cabinets, 
there’s more storage in the new kitchen.

Again, based on how they used their kitchen, the Blacks 
chose appliances that better suited them. The large refrig-
erator/freezer was replaced by a 30-inch refrigerator. The 
less-used freezer drawers are now sited around the corner in 
what had been a butler’s pantry, along with the oven.

Once the molding was changed throughout the house, the 
family-room fireplace didn’t mesh with the home style, so 
they changed the stone and added new molding trim. 

Although they didn’t really like the Nilgard windows, 
changing them throughout the house would have been 

(continued on page 9)
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prohibitively expensive. Instead, they added dividers to the 
family-room windows and changed some fixed to double-
hung windows.

Changes to the living room are subtle.
“We wanted this to be a sitting room,” John says. “We 

made the mantel larger and added a panel above it and 
stone around it.” They also added track lights that shine on 
Toiya’s botanical photographs.

Color was very important to the Blacks. The palette in 

New appliances include a six-burner BlueStar cooktop with a 
griddle and a side-hinged Gaggenau oven. The owners took a year 
to find just the right granite for the countertop.

Design details now include wainscoting in the entryway that 
continues up the staircase, where each oak tread was stained to 
match the downstairs flooring.

(continued on next page)

(continued from page 7)

Experience outdoor living this summer and call us for all your projects.  
We stock firepit parts such as firerings, burners and valves. We also carry 
glass in a variety of colors.  Or visit our showroom to see your options.

STEP OUT OF THE ORDINARY
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the house is now multiple shades of gray, with caramel on 
the dining room walls. Toiya counts four shades of white — 
each tested in varying lighting — to appear as one color.

The biggest change to the master suite was building 
cabinets around the large picture window and removing the 
shutters in the bedroom. They substituted a large shower 
with a window overlooking their backyard for an unused 
tub. Touches include a heated tile floor, marble in the 
shower, granite for the countertop and plenty of storage in 
white cabinets.

“We had 70 change orders,” Toiya admits, but some were 

The play room boasts a queen-sized Murphy bed for overnight 
guests.

for things they felt should have been included in the bid, 
such as mirrors in the bathroom.

For their twin boys, now age 9, they created a play room/
guest quarters with a queen-sized Murphy bed and a room 
with a pair of bunkbeds (full-sized below, twin above) for 
the sleeping room.

Their bathroom features a Sonoma cast-stone trough 
sink, an extra deep tub, brown floor tile and mirror-fronted 
cabinets over wall-mounted faucets.   H&G

Resources:
Architect: Leopold Vandeneynde, Santa Clara,  
650-224-6852, leopolddesign.com/
Cabinetmaker: The Village Collection, Belmont,  
www.thevillagecollection.net/ 
Flooring: RB Flooring, San Jose, 408-573-1144,  
www.rbflooring.com
Landscape designer: John Black,  
Verdance Fine Garden Design, Palo Alto, 650-321-4242, 
www.verdancedesign.com

(continued from previous page)

Goal of project:
Add charm, make kitchen 
lighter, make house  
more liveable

Unanticipated issues:
70 change orders that  
drove the cost up

Year house built: 2005

Size of home, lot:
2,400-sq-ft home  
on 6,250-sq-ft lot

Time to complete:  
About three years  
(18 months planning,  
18 months construction)

by Paving Stone Specialist Todd Chandler
License # 717558

 Outdoor Living
 Retaining Walls
 Driveways
 Pool Decks
 Walkways
 Patios

To recieve a FREE no-obligation 
design consultation call us at 
(650) 863-7328 or visit us at 
exteriordesignsbytodd.com
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Call for FREE Design Consultation
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T he Old Palo Alto home that architect Mary Maydan’s 
client purchased in 2012 was handsomely built in the 
1980s, but it didn’t really reflect his modern tastes.

For starters, there were moldings on all the windows. 
And the living room and family room were separated by a 
gazebo-like space for eating breakfast.

But that’s the house he found in the right neighborhood, 
at the right price.

Maydan’s challenge was to turn it into something he 
could live with — and be happy in.

The first thing she did was eliminate the central room 
that broke up the lower floor, adding four steel beams 
across the ceiling to support the second floor. Next came 
new windows and doors — all with no moldings.

“With wood around the windows, the amount of glass is 
smaller, so it is much darker,” Maydan says.

She also suggested lighter walls and recessed lights 
sprinkled across the ceiling, all to lighten and brighten the 
home.

Today, the great room features a kitchen in the middle of 

the home, with a long island housing a Miele five-burner 
cooktop and oven, a Sharp microwave drawer and pull-out 
drawers for storage. Completing the appliances is a double-
drawer Fisher Paykel dishwasher. The countertops are all 
white Corian, and the floor and backsplash are both Italian 
porcelain tile.

Along one wall are what appear to be tall, espresso-
stained, white-oak cabinets: Pull one of the long aluminum 
handles and you’ll open the refrigerator; tug on another and 
you’ll reveal the pantry.

Many of Maydan’s younger clients say they prefer the 
clean lines of modern design and express no desire for a 
formal living room. In this case, the living room is the 
last room to be furnished, with its ultimate purpose still 
undecided. The main thing she changed was to close off the 
wood-burning stove (leaving it accessible in the future, if 
ever wanted) and adding a new modern mid-wall fireplace 
on another wall. 

Two doors lead out the front to a sitting area on a flag-
stone patio, an acknowledgment that there is very little 

Remodel took traditional  
in a new direction
by Carol Blitzer / photos by Cherie Cordellos

The kitchen/great room sits in the middle of the first floor, with a 
long island housing stove, microwave and dishwasher, as well as 
seating. A wall of cabinets, which houses the refrigerator as well 
as storage, separates it from the living room.

Modern,
but no ‘museum’
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“yard” space on the lot.
At first Maydan’s client thought he would remodel the 

home in phases, but the contractor encouraged him to make 
the major changes before moving in. He had already com-
mitted the ultimate remodel no-no: deciding to change the 
doors and windows after the Sheetrock went on.

Maydan says, “With remodeling, you always end up 
doing more.”

Upstairs, Maydan continued the color scheme of white 
and shades of gray, with white Corian countertops in both 
the master and kids’ bathrooms. The floor, roomy shower 
and tub surround are tiled in dark gray porcelain of vary-
ing textures, with one wall devoted to narrow glass subway 
tiles.

For the second bathroom, wall niches are painted in 
bright green and blue, and knicknacks (tissue and tooth-
brush holders, soap dish) make a contrast with the basic 
white and gray color scheme.

For the kids’ bedrooms, wall murals add splashes of color 
(literally) in one and a tree with owls in the other. The guest 
bedroom boasts a square hanging fixture with a fluorescent 
ring inside.

At the top of the landing, Maydan replaced the more 
ornate moldings on the floor-to-ceiling bookcase with 
simple, straight lines. The wood floors were stained a deep 
gray, complementing the downstairs tile, while hiding flaws 
in the nailing.

In a modern home, the devil is truly in the details — or 
lack thereof. Even the electric outlet covers have hidden 
screws. And, with no moldings to hide any building mis-
takes, the walls must match exactly.

All the moldings, top, were removed from the windows and 
sliding-glass doors to create a modern, sleek look. Light streams 
from recessed cams in the ceiling. The quiet color scheme, above, 
continues into the bathrooms, with white Corian countertops and 
dark gray porcelain on the floor, shower and tub.(continued on next page)
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Even the front door and exterior windows reflect the more-
modern non-molding treatment.

The end result is spacious rooms with little to break up 
the clean lines and mostly quiet colors.

“A lot of people say modern seems cold, less cluttered, 
less homey,” Maydan says. But, as her daughter reminds 
her, it’s more “messy in an organized way. ... You make it 
your own. It’s a house, not a museum.”   H&G

Resources:
Architect: Mary Maydan, Maydan Architects, Inc.,  
Palo Alto, www.maydanarchitects.com
Building contractor: Green Circle Construction, Palo Alto, 
mail@gcircon.com, 650-644-9344, 650-703-4934
Cabinets: Yossi Ben, AB Cabinet, Pacheco, 510-385-5809
Electrician: Shawn Gordon, S-G-Electric, Inc., Hollister, 
Shawn@s-g-electric.com
Furniture: Bimma Loft, San Francisco, 415-243-8888
Tile: Geologica Store, San Francisco, 415-255-0680,  
www.eurowest.com

Goal of project:
Make a traditional home 
more modern

Unanticipated issues:
Many walls were out  
of plumb; air return was 
located above stove

Year house built: 
1984

Size of home, lot: 
2,641-sq-ft home  
on 4,791-sq-ft lot

Time to complete: 
About one year 

(continued from previous page)

Rich Anderson/LucidPic Photography

April 1 – June 13, 2014

Light
that invites.
Silhouette® Window Shadings 
diffuse the sun’s rays, creating 
soft light that naturally illuminates 
your home. Save now with 
valuable rebates. Ask for details.

*Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for purchases made 4/1/14–6/13/14 from participating dealers in the U.S. only. Rebate will be issued in the form of a prepaid 

reward card and mailed within 6 weeks of rebate claim receipt. Funds do not expire. Subject to applicable law, a $2.00 monthly fee will be assessed against card balance 

7 months after card issuance and each month thereafter. Additional limitations apply. Ask participating dealer for details and rebate form. ©2014 Hunter Douglas. All rights 

reserved. All trademarks used herein are the property of Hunter Douglas.

ON SELECT HUNTER DOUGLAS 
WINDOW FASHIONS

$25 to $100
rebate per unit*

4020 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
650.938.8822

46279 Warm Springs Blvd, Fremont
510.623.8822

www.windowsandbeyondpaloalto.com
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EVLAND LLC

LET US HANDLE YOUR ENTIRE JOB FROM START TO FINISH

Recent Awards 
(Of over 50 past recognitions from CLCA professional association)

Statewide

Over 42 years as a Licensed Landscape contractor with installations from Santa Barbara to San Francisco

Jim Everett  |  EvLand LLC
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Our Listings

221 Kingsley Avenue 
Palo Alto

221kingsley.com

Offered at $9,000,000
Home ±4,619 sf | Lot ±20,151 sf
SALE PENDING

147 Patricia Drive 
Atherton

147patricia.com

Offered at $7,250,000
Beds 6 | Baths 5.5
Home ±5,765 sf | Lot ±1.07 Acres
FOR SALE

35 Golden Oak Drive 
Portola Valley

35goldenoak.com

Offered at $3,700,000
Beds 3 | Baths 3.5
Home ±2,509 sf | Lot ±1.2 acres
RECENTLY SOLD

297 Polhemus Avenue 
Atherton

297polhemus.com

Offered at $9,950,000
Beds 7 | Baths 9.5
Home ±11,843 sf | Lot ±48,787 sf
Guest House
FOR SALE

650.468.2989
summer.brill@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01891857

650.427.9211
noelle.queen@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01917593

650.485.3476
michael.dreyfus@dreyfussir.com
License No. 01121795

Michael Dreyfus, 
Broker

Summer Brill, 
Sales Associate

Noelle Queen,
Sales Associate

Downtown Palo Alto   
728 Emerson Street
Palo Alto
650.644.3474

Sand Hill Road   
2100 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park
650.847.1141

dreyfussir.com
ach Of ce is nde endent  

O ned and O erated.

Local Knowledge  •  National Exposure  •  Global Reach
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L
aura Ulam bought her circa-1962 Sharon Heights home 
in 2012 with the intent to redo it. “It’s the fourth house 
I’ve remodeled,” she says. 

The three-bedroom, two-bath house had been maintained, 
but esthetically it was “pretty bad,” she says, describing it as 
“dark, with low, ‘cottage cheese’ ceilings.”

The home now is the same size, but it was completely gut-
ted. “We raised the living-room ceiling to a 10-foot vault, 
replaced all the windows and doors, completely re-did the 
bathrooms and kitchen, put in a tray ceiling in the dining 
room, raised the hallway and bathroom ceilings from 7 to 
8 feet, and replaced the laminate floors with wide-plank 
oak.” In addition, the landscaping was completely redone.

Ulam chose to use the same materials throughout the 
house, white-painted custom cabinetry and white Carrara 
marble, thus creating an uncluttered, clean appearance. The 

Light
motif

A key to bringing in more light, top, was creating a 10-foot 
vaulted ceiling in the living room. The landscaping, above, was also 
completely redone, adding bluestone paving.

Transforming a mid-century home  
with low ceilings
by Susan Golovin / photos by Dasja Dolan
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dominant use of white creates an airy feel. 
A wall between the kitchen and dining area was removed, 

opening the L-shaped space that is the kitchen and dining/
family room. Since the kitchen space provided limited 
opportunity for windows, one of several new skylights is 
located here.

“The different ceilings in the three areas help define 
the spaces,” David Terpening, architect, says. An oversize 
Carrara marble-topped peninsula separates the kitchen 
from the dining area. The marble is also used on the kitchen 
counters, as subway tiles for a backsplash, and as an inset 
of mosaic tile enhancing the wall behind the stainless-steel 
Thermador stove. The dishwasher and refrigerator are 
faced to look like cabinetry. The beadboard that backs the 
glass-fronted cabinets adds to the country feel, as does the 
deep, farm sink. A zebra-pattern throw rug adds contrast 
and humor. 

“We took down the trellis to bring in more light,” Ulam 
says. “The lot is a half share of a 10,400-square-foot lot 
(a single lot with two houses on it). The whole block is 
like this.” As a result, the back yard is long and narrow. 
Strategic fences create cozy and private areas for the decks 
off the dining room and master bedroom. 

A built-in bookcase resting on cabinetry dominates one 
wall of the family room. “I wasn’t sure that I would like 
the beadboard here, but it works,” she says. The Pottery 
Barn curtain rods are only about a foot long, and thus are 
more decorative than functional. The divided light win-

A large, flowing space was created when the wall between kitchen 
and dining area was removed.

One daughter’s bedroom was likely once a den, since it contains a 
fireplace.

White-painted cabinetry was used throughout the house.

(continued on next page)
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dows along the street-facing wall and the side wall can be 
shielded by woven shades.

In the powder room off the hallway, the marble appears as 
countertops, as well as on the herringbone-patterned floor. 
The wallpaper is from Fallow and Ball in London. “The 
green trim on the front door matches the wallpaper,” she 
says. In fact, you can see the wallpaper from the outside, 
through the windows on the new, double front door.

The skylit hallway leads to the three bedrooms. The mas-
ter bedroom walls are sea-foam green, and the adjoining 
bath features Carrara tile on the wall and apron on the side 
of the tub. A wall that narrowed the entry to the bathroom 
was eliminated.

One daughter’s bedroom is done in robin’s-egg blue, and 
another’s in turquoise with raffia wallpaper. Ulam thinks 
that the latter room was probably originally the den since 
this is where the fireplace is located.

“Most of the furnishings are from my former home,” 
she says. However, there is all new lighting throughout the 
home, and she did buy several light fixtures on the Internet 
— the hanging lamp over the dining table, the sconces 
at the entry to the kitchen, and the library lights over the 
bookcases.

Fallow and Ball wallpaper decorates the powder room, which 
features marble countertops and herringbone-patterned floor.

(continued from previous page)

The master bathroom sports brick Carrara tile, including an accent panel, with a deep tub.
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“I did eliminate one skylight,” she says. “It was over the 
front porch, and it was very dated looking.” Bluestone was 
the choice for hardscape, and the house is clad in board-
and-batten new siding.

“This house is a good example of how much you can 
update and enhance with a remodel,” Terpening says. “You 
don’t have to take the whole house down.”   H&G

The owner’s background as an interior designer was a plus in 
choosing coordinating cabinetry and accessories.

Goal of project: 
Complete remodel of mid-
century home

Unanticipated issues: 
None

Size of house: 
1,610 sq ft on 5,200-sq-ft lot

Time to complete: 
seven months

Budget: 
about $250,000

Resources:
Architect: David Terpening, 825 Oak Grove Ave.,  
Menlo Park, 650-328-6300, terpeningarchitecture.com 
Contractor: Michael Mack, Mack Construction,  
Half Moon Bay, 650-726-0499
Landscape designer: Maura Palmer,  
Restoration Gardening, Saratoga, 650-387-9665

Making The Difference For You...

■ Extensive Neighborhood Knowledge
■ Creative, Resourceful, Connected
■ Exceptional Service
■ Dedicated Advocate
■ Trusted Partner

650.201.1010

Dan.Ziony@CBNorCal.com
CA DRE #01380339

www.DanZiony.com

Dan Ziony

Serving buyers and sellers in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton, 
Portola Valley, Woodside, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and other 
Peninsula communities for more than a decade
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by Kate Daly

R
emember the freezing cold snap back in early December? 
That’s when Carole Amos was huddled upstairs, won-
dering if there was any way to speed up the installation 

of a new radiant heating system in her two-story Mountain 
View townhouse. 

She opted not to move out during her remodeling project 
because she was used to dealing with winters from grow-
ing up in upstate New York. Plus all three bedrooms in 
the 1,500-square-foot unit have their own electric wall 
heaters. 

Amos recalls when she first moved in back in 2009, “It 
was warm and toasty.” But then she noticed the original 
radiant heating system in the ceiling started faltering until 
it finally failed in 2012. Tired of depending upon a space 
heater and burning a Duraflame log in the living-room fire-
place downstairs, she sought out a more permanent “elegant 
solution.” 

As a member of her homeowners’ association she knew 
the complex was built during the mid-1980s with no fur-
naces or ductwork, and that most of her neighbors had opted 
to replace their systems with baseboard heating because 
breaking into the ceiling meant tearing out Sheetrock and 
creating a dusty, expensive mess. 

She also knew she wanted to upgrade her flooring to 

hardwood after a broken water pipe damaged the existing 
Pergo® laminate (where it looks like wood, but is actually 
based on a picture of wood). 

As a busy hi-tech professional, Amos decided she 
couldn’t manage the project by herself, and brought in Jim 
Kabel, owner of CASE Design/Remodeling of San Jose, to 
oversee the work.

Kabel located a company in Illinois that specializes in 
combining radiant heat with wooden floors. He explains 
how the system starts with Environ™ Flex Rolls, “an elec-
tric grid in a kind of synthetic or composite material that 
lays very flat, very thin and comes in mats ... like electrical 
Legos.” 

The non-adhesive foil mats come in 120 or 240 volts, 
are 1/16” thick, and “provide even, room-filling warmth” 
(of) “12 watts per square foot operation for energy efficient 
comfort,” according to the company.

After the laminate was removed, the mats were laid out 
on top of the concrete slab downstairs in the living- and 
dining-room areas. The stairs and upstairs hallway did not 
need mats based on the theory hot air rises. The stairs, 
however, did need a little lengthening in the treads to make 
them safer.  

Abbey Carpet of San Jose then installed a prefinished 

H O M E + G A R D E N D E S I G N

When her radiant-heating system failed, Carole Amos decided to replace it and upgrade her flooring with an engineered hardwood at the 
same time.

Finally, warm and toasty
Yes, it’s possible to have radiant floor heating and new hardwood floors

(continued on page 26)

Veronica W
eber
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EXPERT TREE CARE NATURALLY

PREVENT 
DISASTERS!

Call for an evaluation to 
determine if any hazards 
or diseases are present 

in your trees.

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE/EVALUATION

www.naturalarborcare.com

Specializing in All Phases 
of Professional Tree Care

SAME 

24 HOUR 

SERVICE

Mention this ad for

10% OFF
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After the laminate was 
removed, the mats were 
laid out on top of the 
concrete slab downstairs in 
the living and dining room 
areas.

engineered hardwood floor by floating it on top of the base 
layers. The product is made by Mohawk Flooring and called 
Rockford Maple Brendyl. Kabel describes it as “real wood 
laminated onto a substrate, an under layer of fiber board 
that makes the floor very hard and resistant to scratches 
and dents.”

Amos likes that the product comes with a 50-year war-
ranty for the AmorMax™ finish. The only caveat is no 
stiletto heels allowed. She also likes the reddish stain, satin 
finish and low maintenance. So far she is using a light mop 
and water to clean the floor. She is waiting to add some area 
rugs so the wood has a chance to adjust to the light levels in 

Goal of project:
Install radiant floor heating, 
replace flooring

Unanticipated issues:
Stair treads needed 
modification

Year house built: 
1987

Size of home: 
1,500-sq-ft condo

Time to complete:  
Three weeks

Budget:
$32,000

(continued from page 24)

Resources:
Contractor:  Jim Kabel, CASE Design/Remodeling, San 
Jose, 408-323-5300, www.casesanjose.com
Radiant Heating: WarmlyYours, Lake Zurich, Ill., 800-
875-5285, www.warmlyyours.com
Flooring: Abbey Carpet, San Jose, 408-269-2966, www.
carpetsanjose.com

the rooms and fades uniformly.
As for the heat, Amos says she has been playing with the 

wall thermostat to get it right, but that already “the house 
feels more comfortable overall.”

She passes along a tip from the floor installer that she 
didn’t follow because she was in such a hurry to get her 
project done. He suggested ordering just one box of the 
flooring materials and have them snapped together in place, 
to ensure satisfaction before ordering the rest of the ship-
ment.   H&G

Freelance writer Kate Daly can be emailed at pbd99@
aol.com.
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3130 Alpine Road 
Portola Valley
650.854.3850

Camellias
Orchids
Maples
Bromeliads
And more

Jan Barboglio
Vietri
Juliska
Simon Pearce

Ladera 
Garden 

and 
Gifts

Ladera Garden and Gifts 
invite you to come see our

“Best Nursery”
Full-service nursery and Premier Home Decor

Personalized beautiful bouquets
All gift purchases include complimentary gift wrapping

2013
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Rent a piano 
for only

$25
per month!

SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE

We have an unprecedented stock 

of wonderful pianos, both new and 

used. VERY SPECIAL SALE PRICES ARE 

IN EFFECT on every piano & Digital 

piano in stock, both in our store & 

our warehouse! Great buys, even on 

brands such as Steinway, Yamaha, 

Baldwin, Bosendorfer, Kawai & more.

650-949-2800
4333 El Camino Real, 

Palo Alto
(2 lights North of San Antonio Rd)

www.peninsulapiano.com

NEW 
Kawai Digital 

Pianos 
Online Prices!

We 
are proud 

to announce 
that we are now 

your local BALDWIN 
PIANO 

DEALER

GRANDS
Petit Grand ..................................... $1995

Ebony Baby Grand ........................ $2895

Player Baby Grand ........................ $3995

Yamaha baby Grand ..................... $7995

New Baldwin .................................. $9995

Steinway M Ebony .....................$18,995

MANY MORE!!!

UPRIGHTS
Many used small uprights

$995.00 or less!

New Studio ....................................$2995

Player Piano ..................................... $999

Yamaha U-1 ....................................$3988

Yamaha U-3 ....................................$4888

Steinway Upright Grand ..............$4995

MANY MORE!!!
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E
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U

Lic.# 803672

Serving the peninsula for over 23 years.

Get a FREE, no pressure quote. Call us today!

“ A sincere thank you to the crew, that did such 
a fabulous job painting our home. We are 
thrilled with the outcome.”

- Janice & Orlin Marcus (Portola Valley Residents)

T
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Go to your happy place 
Creating a stress-free garden in four easy steps
by Dawn Engel

G ardens are restorative environments 
where we can relax and enjoy being 
outdoors and feeling one with the 

world, right? Uh, not quite! In my career as a 
landscape designer, 
I have worked with 
some seriously anx-

iety-ridden garden owners. 
I hear the same thing over and 

over: My plants are all looking dis-
eased. My water bill is higher than 
my mortgage. I’m sick of spending 
my weekends pruning and weed-
ing, and so on. Unfortunately, it 
seems as though our gardens can 
contribute just a wee bit of tension 
to our lives. 

I know that gardens can be a pain 
in the you-know-what, and I want to 
offer some of my hard-fought wis-
dom. In my 15 years of designing 
gardens for hundreds of homeown-
ers, I have come to one basic con-
clusion and it is this: Streamlined, 
easy-care gardens make for happy 
lives.

Here are my four basic steps to 
creating a simple, happy, stress-free 
garden: 

1. Get rid of headache plants. 
Cast a cold, hard eye on your garden and be ruthless. Tear 
out any plants that are too frost-tender, too thirsty, too 
disease-prone or too insect-infested. Don’t get sentimental 
on me now. Get rid of everything that you have to cover 
when it’s cold, spray or fertilize every two weeks or dead-
head constantly. You have more important things to do than 
babysit a bunch of diva plants.

2. Simplify your plant palette. Maybe you love the look 
of a cottage garden filled with one of every type of plant, all 
mixed together in a montage of contrasting colors, textures 

and forms. Or maybe you are like me, and see all those 
plants and think: maintenance nightmare. It makes sense to 
limit the number of differing plant species in your garden 
if you don’t want to break the bank (or spend all of your 

weekends) maintaining it. 
I prefer to plant in masses rath-

er than take the “one of each” 
approach. Massing looks cleaner 
and calmer to the eye and is so 
much easier to take care of. Imagine 
a front yard with a drift of blue 
oat grass (Helictotrichon sempervi-
rens) paired with bright and ebul-
lient kangaroo paws (Anigozanthos 
‘Orange Cross’). It takes just two 
or three types of plants to create 
powerful design impact, all while 
reducing your garden chore work-
load. 

3. Downsize your planting 
areas. I know it’s strange to hear 
a landscape designer tell you to 
take plants out of your landscape. 
I know gardens are supposed to be 
full of the green stuff. However, 
by leaving some breathing room in 
your garden, you open up a plethora 
of possibilities. Contemplative open 
spaces to practice yoga, crunchy 
gravel paths to stroll on, extra patio 

space to use as a spontaneous dance floor — all of these 
things increase the options for enjoying our garden and give 
us a reason to head on out there. The best part: You don’t 
need to water and fertilize a dance floor.

4. Make your garden give back. We all know how good 
it feels to do something selfless for others, so be a little 
altruistic and create a garden that is as tempting to birds and 
beneficial insects as it is to you. Plant Salvia ‘Pozo Blue’ 
to attract native butterflies. If you need to plant a hedge, 
consider Arctostaphylos densiflorus ‘Howard McMinn’ 
to provide habitat and nectar for birds and other native 
wildlife. Also, properly dispose of all of those nasty garden 
chemicals you have skulking around in your shed. There 
are so many wonderful organic options available now; there 
is no need to unleash toxic stuff in your garden anymore. 
Remember that your yard is possibly the only bit of nature 
that you have complete control over; make choices that fit 
your needs and the needs of the creatures you share the 
land with — and bask in the feel-good vibes that come with 
that.   H&G

Dawn Engel is the principal landscape designer and 
project manager for Samscaping, Inc.  and the president of 
the Peninsula District APLD (Association of Professional 
Landscape Designers). She can be reached at dawn@
samscaping.com.

‘Orange Cross’ Kangaroo Paws and blue oat grass 
make for a simple and stunning planting scheme.

Replacing a lawn with gravel and a glazed pot instantly cuts down 
on water and maintenance.

Daw
n Engel

Daw
n Engel
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A & E 
LANDSCAPES

R E L I A B L E  L A N D S C A P E R S

(408) 655-6780

INTRODUCING REGENCY 
FIREPLACES NOW ON DISPLAY

Cutting home 
costs with 

quality and style!

Regency Fireplace Products 
are a premier manufacturer 
of traditional and contempo-
rary fi replaces, freestanding 
stoves and inserts. Whether 
wood or gas, Regency has 

hundreds of possible combi-
nations to satisfy any design 
taste while offering unbeat-
able effi ciency and a life-

time warranty. Save on your 
heating costs while enjoying 
the elegance of a regency 

fi replace in your home.

Installation and 

Quotes Available

650-941-2800

CUSTOM & SECURITY 
HARDWARE

2150 Old Middlefi eld Way 

Mountain View

Premier Door Services 

Seniors take an additional 5% discount on doors.
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 A volunteer-run community service dedicated to encouraging the repair 
and reuse of goods rather than relegating them to landfill. 
Upcoming events: June 8, October 12

 Securely recycle your old paperwork. 
Upcoming events: April 26, August 3, November 1

 Learn simple tips and techniques from Chef Laura Stec on how to create 
delicious meals and reduce your food waste.  
Upcoming events: April 30, May 10 

 Find out how to build healthy soil, minimize fertilizer and water use, 
and use less-toxic pest control measures.  
Upcoming events: April 16, April 26, June 7, July 26, August 19, September 6, October 25

 Learn how to refresh your wardrobe without wasting 
money or resources. We will share shopping secrets on finding fabulous clothes and accessories.
Upcoming event: May 14

For more information on these and other Zero Waste 
activities, visit 
zerowaste@cityofpaloalto.org
(650) 496-5910

You Don’t Have To Be A Superhero 
To Save Resources

Just attend these Zero Waste events
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